Reliable Parts and Service Package is Key
to Higher Productivity
J.White and Co (TDE) Ltd, based at Rotherham in South Yorkshire has taken
delivery of a new McCloskey R105 Finger Screen from the UK distributor,
Tamworth based, Aggregate, Processing and Recycling Ltd (APR)
This is the
second screen of
its type that
J.White has
invested in,
choosing a
McCloskey R105
as it was
considered to be
a cost effective
and reliable
machine.

J. White are a
family business
employing 45
staff and have
become one of the leading operators in the region offering a diverse range of services
including the bulk excavation and removal of materials from working sites to landfill areas.
The company, as well as operating their own fleet of trucks also supply and deliver
materials to site, including top soil, sub-soil and hardcore to specification.
The new McCloskey R105 will be based at the company’s Rotherham depot and will be
employed to separate mainly spoil & rubble, including topsoil screening. The machine will
also be utilised within the hire fleet working on contracts with TDE wheeled loader
operators who manage the screen alongside their own machine.
Over the years, TDE have been involved with many major contracts for local authorities,
large and important companies and massive civil engineering projects and are currently
involved in demolition and earthmoving contracts for the school renewal programme in
South Yorkshire where the McCloskey R105 Finger Screen will be employed to process
recycled material with throughput tonnage of around 500 tons a day, dependant on
materials being either wet or dry.
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Supplied by APR the McCloskey R105 is a heavy duty built high energy screener that
incorporates all the class leading features of the R-Range, such as high quality components,
durability, and reliability. Weighing in at 23,000 kgs the R105 is one of the most robust and
durable machines on the market offering the highest stockpile and largest screening area
in its class, and meeting the European transport regulation width, the R105 represents the
most cost effective productivity and quality on the market.

Jason White-Managing Director, commented, “We chose a McCloskey machine because they
are recommended within our industry and are considered very reliable performers. Backed
by a professional parts and service package supplied by APR we feel very comfortable that
the machine will be a cost effective workhorse for our company.”
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